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Course Overview

‣ Foundations 
                         Threads, Mutual Exclusion Algorithms,  
                    Concurrent Objects and Data Structures 

‣Models 
                Linearizability, Relaxed Memory  

‣ Languages and Concurrency Abstractions 
                        Rust, STM Haskell, Go, Erlang, Concurrent ML 

‣ Testing and Verification 
Model Checking, Refinement, Rely/Guarantee, TLA     
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Grading and Evaluation

 One semester-long project 

★ initial proposal (due February 10th),  2 pages 
★ final proposal (due March 8th),  5 pages 
★ final report and demonstration (due April 28th), 10 pages 

 Each project must be developed individually 

 Can be on any topic covered in the syllabus 

 Examples: 

   - evaluate a tool  
   - implement or propose an algorithm/data structure 
   - devise an application 
   - explore compiler transformations 
   - examine language abstractions 
   - comparative assessment 
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Introduction

What is Concurrency? 

  Traditionally, the expression of a task in the form of multiple, 
possibly interacting subtasks, that may potentially be 
executed at the same time.
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Introduction

What is Concurrency? 

Concurrency is a programming concept. 

It says nothing about how the subtasks are actually executed. 

Concurrent tasks may be executed serially or in parallel depending upon the 
underlying physical resources available.
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An Old Problem

Over de sequentialiteit van procesbeschrijvingen (EWD-35) 
About the Sequentiality of Process Descriptions (1965)

A New Solution of Dijkstra's Concurrent Programming Problem (1974)

Concurrent Pascal (1975)

Simula 67: coroutines
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With New Challenges

Moore’s law and rise of multicore machines
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This is a software problem …

Concurrency plays a critical role in sequential as well 
as parallel/distributed computing environments. 

It provides a way to think and reason about 
computations, rather than necessarily a way of 
improving overall performance. 
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Detecting concurrency bugs with Amazon CodeGuru
by Adrian Nistor and Srinivasan Sengamedu SHS | on 24 JUL 2020 | in Amazon CodeGuru | Permalink | '  Share

This post discusses the types of concurrency bugs Amazon CodeGuru detects and how developers can fix them.

CodeGuru automatically analyzes pull requests (created in supported repositories like CodeCommit, GitHub, GitHub

Enterprise, and Bitbucket) and generates recommendations about how to improve your code quality.

Why use a tool to automatically detect concurrency bugs?Why use a tool to automatically detect concurrency bugs?

Concurrency bugs are difficult to catch during unit and system testing. This is because triggering concurrency bugs is

timing dependent: threads need to execute instructions in parallel in a particular order for the program to exhibit the

buggy behavior (we provide examples later in this post). Additionally, triggering concurrency bugs is non-deterministic:

many program executions during testing and production may not exhibit the buggy behavior, but occasionally, (for

example, under a slightly different execution timing or system load), an execution may trigger the bug. Even after

triggering a concurrency bug, reproducing it for debugging may be difficult due to non-determinism.

Overview of concurrency bugs found by CodeGuruOverview of concurrency bugs found by CodeGuru

The concurrency bug detectors in CodeGuru found previously unknown concurrency bugs in 22 mature and widely used

Amazon projects, 6 open-source projects (JDK 8 to 14, Elasticsearch, Hadoop, NetBeans, RabbitMQ, and XMage), and 18

internal Amazon projects. We reported these bugs to the developers, who fixed them based on our reports.

In addition to fixing the bugs, developers gave us strongly positive feedback. For example, after we reported bugs in

three mature projects, the project developers asked us to run the concurrency bug detectors on other modules.

Developers say the bugs found by the concurrency bug detectors in CodeGuru would be difficult to find by a human

though code inspection: “It’s a really neat catch. Bugs like that are super tricky to track down.”, “…it’s pretty subtle, not

something easily spottable,” and, “Looks like it just picked up a flaw in the code that I don’t think I’ll ever find out

myself.”

Other developers expressed enthusiasm for the concurrency bug detectors: “I’m also impressed by the inspection tool

you guys are using,” “He gave us some fantastic deadlock finds that he found with CodeGuru,” “This seems like a very

useful tool,” and “CodeGuru is really powerful.”

Types of concurrency bugs CodeGuru detectsTypes of concurrency bugs CodeGuru detects

CodeGuru detects four types of concurrency bugs:

Deadlocks

Data races on thread unsafe classes

Atomicity violations

Over-synchronization

In the following sections, we give real-world examples of bugs from each of the four bug types.

DeadlocksDeadlocks

Deadlocks are severe bugs in which the execution permanently blocks. Deadlocks can cause lost system utilization, long

response time, low throughput, and negative customer experience. During a deadlock (also called a circular-wait), one

thread waits for a synchronization object held by another thread, while the other thread waits for a synchronization

object held by the first thread. The execution therefore can’t make forward progress, and the user needs to forcefully

terminate the process. (When synchronization protects one or more code regions, those code regions cannot execute

simultaneously in parallel and are forced to execute one at a time).

Example deadlock in JDK 8 to 14Example deadlock in JDK 8 to 14

The following code shows a previously unknown deadlock (JDK-8236873) that CodeGuru found in JDK 8 to 14. The JDK

developers fixed this deadlock based on our report.

In the preceding code, the deadlock occurs due to the actions two threads can take.

One thread performs the following actions:

Enters method run()

Acquires synchronization on object jobs

Calls method isStopped()

Tries to acquire synchronization on object this  (because isStopped()  is a synchronized method ) and blocks

waiting for another thread (see next) to release the synchronization on object this

Another thread performs the following actions:

Enters method stopWorker()

Acquires synchronization on object this  (because stopWorker()  is a synchronized method)

Tries to acquire synchronization on object jobs  and blocks waiting for the first thread to release the

synchronization on object jobs

The two thread executions are deadlocked: each thread waits for the other thread to release synchronization, and

therefore neither of the two threads can continue executing.

Fixing this deadlockFixing this deadlock

To break this deadlock cycle, developers made variable stopped  a volatile variable and removed the synchronization

on this . A general fix strategy for deadlocks (recommended by CodeGuru in its messages for deadlock detections) is to

always acquire synchronization objects in the same order, which prevents cycles.

This deadlock may be difficult to detect during testingThis deadlock may be difficult to detect during testing

Triggering this deadlock requires very particular timing: the first thread acquires jobs  but doesn’t yet acquire this

and at exactly the same time, the second thread acquires this  but doesn’t yet acquire jobs . In a regular unit or

system test, such particular timing may be unlikely to occur. However, during production and heavy loads, this particular

timing may happen.

Data races on thread unsafe classesData races on thread unsafe classes

Data races on thread unsafe classes are severe bugs that can cause the execution to crash or to produce wrong results.

For example, if one thread iterates over a list while another thread adds to that list at the same time, the list’s internal

data structures may become corrupt, potentially causing exceptions, infinite loops, or wrong or lost results. To avoid this,

code typically protects accesses to a shared data structure by acquiring synchronization, which ensures thread mutual

exclusion. A data race on a thread unsafe class happens when the code wrongly doesn’t acquire synchronization.

Example data race on a thread unsafe class in HadoopExample data race on a thread unsafe class in Hadoop

The following code shows a data race on a thread unsafe class (HDFS-14618) that CodeGuru found in Hadoop (we

reported this bug anonymously because we had not yet launched CodeGuru). The Hadoop developers fixed this race

based on our report.

The preceding code has a data race on timedOutItems . timedOutItems  is a field of type ArrayList , a thread

unsafe class. The Hadoop code typically (in six code locations) protects operations on timedOutItems  with

synchronization on timedOutItems . In these six locations, the operations on timedOutItems  are add() , another

clear() , toArray() , and size() .

However, in the preceding code (the seventh location where timedOutItems  is accessed), the

timedOutItems.clear()  call is protected by synchronization on a different object ( pendingReconstructions ).

Two threads synchronizing on different objects can still execute at the same time. Therefore,

timedOutItems.clear()  can modify timedOutItems  while another thread calls add() , the other clear() ,

or toArray()  on timedOutItems .

The code would be buggy even if synchronized (pendingReconstructions)  wasn’t present. However, the

synchronized (pendingReconstructions)  likely obscured for the developer the fact that

timedOutItems.clear()  isn’t correctly protected by synchronization.

Fixing this data raceFixing this data race

The fix for this data race is to surround timedOutItems.clear()  with a synchronized (timedOutItems)

block. This is the type of fix recommended by CodeGuru in its messages for data race detections.

This race may be difficult to detect during testingThis race may be difficult to detect during testing

Triggering this data race requires very particular timing: one thread needs to execute timedOutItems.clear()  and

at exactly the same time, another thread needs to execute one of the other actions ( add() , the other clear() , or

toArray() ) on timedOutItems . In a regular unit or system test, such special timing may be unlikely to happen, but

during production and heavy loads, this particular timing may occur.

Atomicity violationsAtomicity violations

Atomicity violations are severe bugs that can cause the execution to crash or produce wrong results. An atomicity

violation happens when two instructions are expected and assumed to execute together (atomically) but another thread

executing on the same data breaks the atomicity expectation. As of this writing, CodeGuru focuses on atomicity

violations involving concurrent collections. For example, when the code checks isPresent(key)  on a

ConcurrentHashMap  and then the code calls get(key) , the code implicitly assumes that no other thread removes

the key from the map in between the calls to isPresent()  and get() . In other words, the code assumes the

isPresent()  and get()  are executed atomically. If another thread removes the key in the time between

isPresent()  and get()  are executed, get()  can return null  and the program can crash (if the code wrongly

uses the null  value).

Example atomicity violation in Amazon codeExample atomicity violation in Amazon code

The following code (anonymized sketch of the original code) shows an atomicity violation CodeGuru found in Amazon

code. The Amazon developers fixed this atomicity violation based on our report.

In the preceding code, aConcurrentHashMap  is a field of type ConcurrentHashMap . If a thread executes

methodA()  and another thread executes methodB() , the following can happen:

The first thread executes aConcurrentHashMap.contains(param) , which returns true

The second thread executes aConcurrentHashMap.remove(param) , which removes the key param  and

corresponding value

The first thread executes aConcurrentHashMap.get(param) , which returns null  (because now 

aConcurrentHashMap  no longer contains the key param —assuming the two parameters for methodA()

and methodB()  are the same object)

The first thread executes value.callAMethod()  and crashes with NullPointerException

Fixing this atomicity violationFixing this atomicity violation

To fix this atomicity violation, remove the call aConcurrentHashMap.contains(param)  and replace it will a null

check on the value returned by aConcurrentHashMap.get(param) . The null  check effectively checks whether

aConcurrentHashMap  contained the key or not. After the fix, methodA()  looks like the following code:

This is the type of fix recommended by CodeGuru in its messages for atomicity violation detections.

This atomicity violation may be difficult to detect during testingThis atomicity violation may be difficult to detect during testing

Triggering this atomicity violation requires very particular timing: the second thread must execute

aConcurrentHashMap.remove(param)  right in between the calls aConcurrentHashMap.contains(param)

and aConcurrentHashMap.get(param)  executed by the other thread. In a regular unit or system test, such special

timing may be unlikely to occur, but it may happen during production and heavy loads.

Over-synchronizationsOver-synchronizations

Over-synchronizations are bugs that reduce program performance unnecessarily. In an over-synchronization bug, the

developer adds coarse-grained synchronization and unnecessarily serializes the parallel execution. Over-synchronizations

can exist in many scenarios, but CodeGuru focuses on over-synchronizations involving concurrent collections.

Example over-synchronization in Amazon codeExample over-synchronization in Amazon code

The following code (anonymized sketch of the original code) shows an over-synchronization CodeGuru found in Amazon

code. The Amazon developers fixed this over-synchronization based on our report.

In the preceding code, aConcurrentHashMap  is a field of type ConcurrentHashMap . The code uses

synchronized (aConcurrentHashMap)  to guard against the following execution scenario (which may happen if

synchronized (aConcurrentHashMap)  is missing):

Two threads execute aConcurrentHashMap.get(key)  on the same key.

Both threads get null  values (because aConcurrentHashMap  doesn’t contain the key).

Both threads execute the true branch of the if (value == null)  condition.

The value put into aConcurrentHashMap  by the first thread with 

aConcurrentHashMap.put(key, newValue)  is overwritten by the value put by the second thread. The first

thread uses the overwritten value to store data, and therefore that data is lost (the data becomes unreachable in

Java) after the value is overwritten.

By using synchronized (aConcurrentHashMap) , the code prevents this execution scenario, but the code is

unnecessarily slow: synchronization makes execution sequential, which can become a bottleneck under heavy load.

Developers can avoid this slowdown by using the putIfAbsent()  method in ConcurrentHashMap . The

putIfAbsent()  method achieves the same behavior but uses fine-grained synchronization, which reduces the

sequential bottleneck and increases performance under heavy load.

Fixing this over-synchronizationFixing this over-synchronization

The fix for this over-synchronization is to simply call putIfAbsent(key, newVal)  and remove the

synchronized (aConcurrentHashMap) . This is the type of fix recommended by CodeGuru in its messages for over-

synchronization detections.

This over-synchronization may be difficult to detect during testingThis over-synchronization may be difficult to detect during testing

This over-synchronized code may get executed during unit or system testing. However, the code may appear as slow only

under heavy load. Additionally, many synchronized regions (that may be slow during heavy load) may be legitimately

slow: the code may truly need mutual exclusion. In contrast, the preceding code may be slow without actually needing to

be slow.

What CodeGuru brings to concurrency bug detectionWhat CodeGuru brings to concurrency bug detection

The concurrency bug detectors in CodeGuru prioritize accuracy over coverage: we believe it’s better to lose some

concurrency bugs than give developers reports that they may consider to be wrong. Consequently, the concurrency bug

detectors in CodeGuru report high-confidence detections but can miss bugs in the four categories presented above.

The concurrency detectors in CodeGuru use static analysis algorithms and techniques (static analysis means analyzing

code without executing it, which is the use case for CodeGuru during pull requests). For concurrency bugs, static analysis

techniques are notoriously prone to false reports: a tool may report what it believes is a bug but the developer may

decide the code is benign or works as intended (even though the code may be somewhat unusual). The concurrency

detectors in CodeGuru identify likely false reports and filter them out.

For example, sometimes developers implement caches using ConcurrentHashMap , but such caches are typically

resilient to slightly stale values and therefore to some forms of atomicity violations. In other cases, a data race may affect

only logging or appear in methods that are likely sequential or known to the developer to be thread safe. In other cases,

static analysis has trouble tracking objects though fields and complex heap objects.

Additionally, CodeGuru limits the types of concurrency bugs it detects (e.g., it focuses on data races involving thread

unsafe classes and atomicity violations involving concurrent collections) to achieve high confidence. We’re working on

expanding these bug types.

ConclusionConclusion

Concurrency bugs are difficult to detect during testing. The concurrency bug detectors in CodeGuru found previously

unknown concurrency bugs in 22 mature and widely used Amazon projects, 6 open-source projects , and 18 internal

Amazon projects. Thanks to our reports, developers have fixed these bugs.

CodeGuru has a 90 days free trial. You can easily get your code reviewed as described in Getting started with CodeGuru

Reviewer.

TAGS: Amazon CodeGuru, Atomicity violation, Concurrency bugs, Data race, Deadlock, Over-synchronization, Thread

safety

public void run() {
   ...
   synchronized (jobs) {
   ...
      isStopped();
   ...
}

private synchronized boolean isStopped() {
   return stopped;
}

public synchronized void stopWorker() {
   ...
   synchronized (jobs) {
      ...
}

Java

public void clear() {
   synchronized (pendingReconstructions) {
      pendingReconstructions.clear();
      timedOutItems.clear();
      timedOutCount = 0L;
   }
}

Java

public void methodA(KeyType param) { 
   ...
   if (aConcurrentHashMap.contains(param)) {
      ValueType value = aConcurrentHashMap.get(param);
      ...
      value.callAMethod();
}

public void methodB(KeyType param) {
   ...
   aConcurrentHashMap.remove(param);
}

Java

public void methodA(KeyType param) { 
   ...
   ValueType value = aConcurrentHashMap.get(param);
   if (value != null) {
      ...
      value.callAMethod();
}

Java

synchronized (aConcurrentHashMap) {
   value = aConcurrentHashMap.get(key);
   if (value == null) {
      aConcurrentHashMap.put(key, newValue);
   }
}

Java
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Detecting concurrency bugs with Amazon CodeGuru
by Adrian Nistor and Srinivasan Sengamedu SHS | on 24 JUL 2020 | in Amazon CodeGuru | Permalink | '  Share

This post discusses the types of concurrency bugs Amazon CodeGuru detects and how developers can fix them.

CodeGuru automatically analyzes pull requests (created in supported repositories like CodeCommit, GitHub, GitHub

Enterprise, and Bitbucket) and generates recommendations about how to improve your code quality.

Why use a tool to automatically detect concurrency bugs?Why use a tool to automatically detect concurrency bugs?

Concurrency bugs are difficult to catch during unit and system testing. This is because triggering concurrency bugs is

timing dependent: threads need to execute instructions in parallel in a particular order for the program to exhibit the

buggy behavior (we provide examples later in this post). Additionally, triggering concurrency bugs is non-deterministic:

many program executions during testing and production may not exhibit the buggy behavior, but occasionally, (for

example, under a slightly different execution timing or system load), an execution may trigger the bug. Even after

triggering a concurrency bug, reproducing it for debugging may be difficult due to non-determinism.

Overview of concurrency bugs found by CodeGuruOverview of concurrency bugs found by CodeGuru

The concurrency bug detectors in CodeGuru found previously unknown concurrency bugs in 22 mature and widely used

Amazon projects, 6 open-source projects (JDK 8 to 14, Elasticsearch, Hadoop, NetBeans, RabbitMQ, and XMage), and 18

internal Amazon projects. We reported these bugs to the developers, who fixed them based on our reports.

In addition to fixing the bugs, developers gave us strongly positive feedback. For example, after we reported bugs in

three mature projects, the project developers asked us to run the concurrency bug detectors on other modules.

Developers say the bugs found by the concurrency bug detectors in CodeGuru would be difficult to find by a human

though code inspection: “It’s a really neat catch. Bugs like that are super tricky to track down.”, “…it’s pretty subtle, not

something easily spottable,” and, “Looks like it just picked up a flaw in the code that I don’t think I’ll ever find out

myself.”

Other developers expressed enthusiasm for the concurrency bug detectors: “I’m also impressed by the inspection tool

you guys are using,” “He gave us some fantastic deadlock finds that he found with CodeGuru,” “This seems like a very

useful tool,” and “CodeGuru is really powerful.”

Types of concurrency bugs CodeGuru detectsTypes of concurrency bugs CodeGuru detects

CodeGuru detects four types of concurrency bugs:

Deadlocks

Data races on thread unsafe classes

Atomicity violations

Over-synchronization

In the following sections, we give real-world examples of bugs from each of the four bug types.

DeadlocksDeadlocks

Deadlocks are severe bugs in which the execution permanently blocks. Deadlocks can cause lost system utilization, long

response time, low throughput, and negative customer experience. During a deadlock (also called a circular-wait), one

thread waits for a synchronization object held by another thread, while the other thread waits for a synchronization

object held by the first thread. The execution therefore can’t make forward progress, and the user needs to forcefully

terminate the process. (When synchronization protects one or more code regions, those code regions cannot execute

simultaneously in parallel and are forced to execute one at a time).

Example deadlock in JDK 8 to 14Example deadlock in JDK 8 to 14

The following code shows a previously unknown deadlock (JDK-8236873) that CodeGuru found in JDK 8 to 14. The JDK

developers fixed this deadlock based on our report.

In the preceding code, the deadlock occurs due to the actions two threads can take.

One thread performs the following actions:

Enters method run()

Acquires synchronization on object jobs

Calls method isStopped()

Tries to acquire synchronization on object this  (because isStopped()  is a synchronized method ) and blocks

waiting for another thread (see next) to release the synchronization on object this

Another thread performs the following actions:

Enters method stopWorker()

Acquires synchronization on object this  (because stopWorker()  is a synchronized method)

Tries to acquire synchronization on object jobs  and blocks waiting for the first thread to release the

synchronization on object jobs

The two thread executions are deadlocked: each thread waits for the other thread to release synchronization, and

therefore neither of the two threads can continue executing.

Fixing this deadlockFixing this deadlock

To break this deadlock cycle, developers made variable stopped  a volatile variable and removed the synchronization

on this . A general fix strategy for deadlocks (recommended by CodeGuru in its messages for deadlock detections) is to

always acquire synchronization objects in the same order, which prevents cycles.

This deadlock may be difficult to detect during testingThis deadlock may be difficult to detect during testing

Triggering this deadlock requires very particular timing: the first thread acquires jobs  but doesn’t yet acquire this

and at exactly the same time, the second thread acquires this  but doesn’t yet acquire jobs . In a regular unit or

system test, such particular timing may be unlikely to occur. However, during production and heavy loads, this particular

timing may happen.

Data races on thread unsafe classesData races on thread unsafe classes

Data races on thread unsafe classes are severe bugs that can cause the execution to crash or to produce wrong results.

For example, if one thread iterates over a list while another thread adds to that list at the same time, the list’s internal

data structures may become corrupt, potentially causing exceptions, infinite loops, or wrong or lost results. To avoid this,

code typically protects accesses to a shared data structure by acquiring synchronization, which ensures thread mutual

exclusion. A data race on a thread unsafe class happens when the code wrongly doesn’t acquire synchronization.

Example data race on a thread unsafe class in HadoopExample data race on a thread unsafe class in Hadoop

The following code shows a data race on a thread unsafe class (HDFS-14618) that CodeGuru found in Hadoop (we

reported this bug anonymously because we had not yet launched CodeGuru). The Hadoop developers fixed this race

based on our report.

The preceding code has a data race on timedOutItems . timedOutItems  is a field of type ArrayList , a thread

unsafe class. The Hadoop code typically (in six code locations) protects operations on timedOutItems  with

synchronization on timedOutItems . In these six locations, the operations on timedOutItems  are add() , another

clear() , toArray() , and size() .

However, in the preceding code (the seventh location where timedOutItems  is accessed), the

timedOutItems.clear()  call is protected by synchronization on a different object ( pendingReconstructions ).

Two threads synchronizing on different objects can still execute at the same time. Therefore,

timedOutItems.clear()  can modify timedOutItems  while another thread calls add() , the other clear() ,

or toArray()  on timedOutItems .

The code would be buggy even if synchronized (pendingReconstructions)  wasn’t present. However, the

synchronized (pendingReconstructions)  likely obscured for the developer the fact that

timedOutItems.clear()  isn’t correctly protected by synchronization.

Fixing this data raceFixing this data race

The fix for this data race is to surround timedOutItems.clear()  with a synchronized (timedOutItems)

block. This is the type of fix recommended by CodeGuru in its messages for data race detections.

This race may be difficult to detect during testingThis race may be difficult to detect during testing

Triggering this data race requires very particular timing: one thread needs to execute timedOutItems.clear()  and

at exactly the same time, another thread needs to execute one of the other actions ( add() , the other clear() , or

toArray() ) on timedOutItems . In a regular unit or system test, such special timing may be unlikely to happen, but

during production and heavy loads, this particular timing may occur.

Atomicity violationsAtomicity violations

Atomicity violations are severe bugs that can cause the execution to crash or produce wrong results. An atomicity

violation happens when two instructions are expected and assumed to execute together (atomically) but another thread

executing on the same data breaks the atomicity expectation. As of this writing, CodeGuru focuses on atomicity

violations involving concurrent collections. For example, when the code checks isPresent(key)  on a

ConcurrentHashMap  and then the code calls get(key) , the code implicitly assumes that no other thread removes

the key from the map in between the calls to isPresent()  and get() . In other words, the code assumes the

isPresent()  and get()  are executed atomically. If another thread removes the key in the time between

isPresent()  and get()  are executed, get()  can return null  and the program can crash (if the code wrongly

uses the null  value).

Example atomicity violation in Amazon codeExample atomicity violation in Amazon code

The following code (anonymized sketch of the original code) shows an atomicity violation CodeGuru found in Amazon

code. The Amazon developers fixed this atomicity violation based on our report.

In the preceding code, aConcurrentHashMap  is a field of type ConcurrentHashMap . If a thread executes

methodA()  and another thread executes methodB() , the following can happen:

The first thread executes aConcurrentHashMap.contains(param) , which returns true

The second thread executes aConcurrentHashMap.remove(param) , which removes the key param  and

corresponding value

The first thread executes aConcurrentHashMap.get(param) , which returns null  (because now 

aConcurrentHashMap  no longer contains the key param —assuming the two parameters for methodA()

and methodB()  are the same object)

The first thread executes value.callAMethod()  and crashes with NullPointerException

Fixing this atomicity violationFixing this atomicity violation

To fix this atomicity violation, remove the call aConcurrentHashMap.contains(param)  and replace it will a null

check on the value returned by aConcurrentHashMap.get(param) . The null  check effectively checks whether

aConcurrentHashMap  contained the key or not. After the fix, methodA()  looks like the following code:

This is the type of fix recommended by CodeGuru in its messages for atomicity violation detections.

This atomicity violation may be difficult to detect during testingThis atomicity violation may be difficult to detect during testing
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aConcurrentHashMap.remove(param)  right in between the calls aConcurrentHashMap.contains(param)

and aConcurrentHashMap.get(param)  executed by the other thread. In a regular unit or system test, such special

timing may be unlikely to occur, but it may happen during production and heavy loads.

Over-synchronizationsOver-synchronizations

Over-synchronizations are bugs that reduce program performance unnecessarily. In an over-synchronization bug, the

developer adds coarse-grained synchronization and unnecessarily serializes the parallel execution. Over-synchronizations

can exist in many scenarios, but CodeGuru focuses on over-synchronizations involving concurrent collections.

Example over-synchronization in Amazon codeExample over-synchronization in Amazon code

The following code (anonymized sketch of the original code) shows an over-synchronization CodeGuru found in Amazon

code. The Amazon developers fixed this over-synchronization based on our report.

In the preceding code, aConcurrentHashMap  is a field of type ConcurrentHashMap . The code uses

synchronized (aConcurrentHashMap)  to guard against the following execution scenario (which may happen if

synchronized (aConcurrentHashMap)  is missing):

Two threads execute aConcurrentHashMap.get(key)  on the same key.

Both threads get null  values (because aConcurrentHashMap  doesn’t contain the key).

Both threads execute the true branch of the if (value == null)  condition.

The value put into aConcurrentHashMap  by the first thread with 

aConcurrentHashMap.put(key, newValue)  is overwritten by the value put by the second thread. The first

thread uses the overwritten value to store data, and therefore that data is lost (the data becomes unreachable in

Java) after the value is overwritten.

By using synchronized (aConcurrentHashMap) , the code prevents this execution scenario, but the code is

unnecessarily slow: synchronization makes execution sequential, which can become a bottleneck under heavy load.

Developers can avoid this slowdown by using the putIfAbsent()  method in ConcurrentHashMap . The

putIfAbsent()  method achieves the same behavior but uses fine-grained synchronization, which reduces the

sequential bottleneck and increases performance under heavy load.

Fixing this over-synchronizationFixing this over-synchronization

The fix for this over-synchronization is to simply call putIfAbsent(key, newVal)  and remove the

synchronized (aConcurrentHashMap) . This is the type of fix recommended by CodeGuru in its messages for over-

synchronization detections.

This over-synchronization may be difficult to detect during testingThis over-synchronization may be difficult to detect during testing

This over-synchronized code may get executed during unit or system testing. However, the code may appear as slow only

under heavy load. Additionally, many synchronized regions (that may be slow during heavy load) may be legitimately

slow: the code may truly need mutual exclusion. In contrast, the preceding code may be slow without actually needing to

be slow.

What CodeGuru brings to concurrency bug detectionWhat CodeGuru brings to concurrency bug detection

The concurrency bug detectors in CodeGuru prioritize accuracy over coverage: we believe it’s better to lose some

concurrency bugs than give developers reports that they may consider to be wrong. Consequently, the concurrency bug

detectors in CodeGuru report high-confidence detections but can miss bugs in the four categories presented above.

The concurrency detectors in CodeGuru use static analysis algorithms and techniques (static analysis means analyzing

code without executing it, which is the use case for CodeGuru during pull requests). For concurrency bugs, static analysis

techniques are notoriously prone to false reports: a tool may report what it believes is a bug but the developer may

decide the code is benign or works as intended (even though the code may be somewhat unusual). The concurrency

detectors in CodeGuru identify likely false reports and filter them out.

For example, sometimes developers implement caches using ConcurrentHashMap , but such caches are typically

resilient to slightly stale values and therefore to some forms of atomicity violations. In other cases, a data race may affect

only logging or appear in methods that are likely sequential or known to the developer to be thread safe. In other cases,

static analysis has trouble tracking objects though fields and complex heap objects.

Additionally, CodeGuru limits the types of concurrency bugs it detects (e.g., it focuses on data races involving thread

unsafe classes and atomicity violations involving concurrent collections) to achieve high confidence. We’re working on

expanding these bug types.

ConclusionConclusion

Concurrency bugs are difficult to detect during testing. The concurrency bug detectors in CodeGuru found previously

unknown concurrency bugs in 22 mature and widely used Amazon projects, 6 open-source projects , and 18 internal

Amazon projects. Thanks to our reports, developers have fixed these bugs.

CodeGuru has a 90 days free trial. You can easily get your code reviewed as described in Getting started with CodeGuru

Reviewer.

TAGS: Amazon CodeGuru, Atomicity violation, Concurrency bugs, Data race, Deadlock, Over-synchronization, Thread

safety

public void run() {
   ...
   synchronized (jobs) {
   ...
      isStopped();
   ...
}

private synchronized boolean isStopped() {
   return stopped;
}

public synchronized void stopWorker() {
   ...
   synchronized (jobs) {
      ...
}

Java

public void clear() {
   synchronized (pendingReconstructions) {
      pendingReconstructions.clear();
      timedOutItems.clear();
      timedOutCount = 0L;
   }
}

Java

public void methodA(KeyType param) { 
   ...
   if (aConcurrentHashMap.contains(param)) {
      ValueType value = aConcurrentHashMap.get(param);
      ...
      value.callAMethod();
}

public void methodB(KeyType param) {
   ...
   aConcurrentHashMap.remove(param);
}

Java

public void methodA(KeyType param) { 
   ...
   ValueType value = aConcurrentHashMap.get(param);
   if (value != null) {
      ...
      value.callAMethod();
}

Java

synchronized (aConcurrentHashMap) {
   value = aConcurrentHashMap.get(key);
   if (value == null) {
      aConcurrentHashMap.put(key, newValue);
   }
}

Java
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Abstract
The reality of multi-core hardware has made concurrent programs
pervasive. Unfortunately, writing correct concurrent programs is
difficult. Addressing this challenge requires advances in multiple
directions, including concurrency bug detection, concurrent pro-
gram testing, concurrent programming model design, etc. Design-
ing effective techniques in all these directions will significantly
benefit from a deep understanding of real world concurrency bug
characteristics.

This paper provides the first (to the best of our knowledge) com-
prehensive real world concurrency bug characteristic study. Specif-
ically, we have carefully examined concurrency bug patterns, man-
ifestation, and fix strategies of 105 randomly selected real world
concurrency bugs from 4 representative server and client open-
source applications (MySQL, Apache, Mozilla and OpenOffice).
Our study reveals several interesting findings and provides use-
ful guidance for concurrency bug detection, testing, and concurrent
programming language design.

Some of our findings are as follows: (1) Around one third of
the examined non-deadlock concurrency bugs are caused by vio-
lation to programmers’ order intentions, which may not be easily
expressed via synchronization primitives like locks and transac-
tional memories; (2) Around 34% of the examined non-deadlock
concurrency bugs involve multiple variables, which are not well
addressed by existing bug detection tools; (3) About 92% of the
examined concurrency bugs can be reliably triggered by enforcing
certain orders among no more than 4 memory accesses. This indi-
cates that testing concurrent programs can target at exploring possi-
ble orders among every small groups of memory accesses, instead
of among all memory accesses; (4) About 73% of the examined
non-deadlock concurrency bugs were not fixed by simply adding
or changing locks, and many of the fixes were not correct at the
first try, indicating the difficulty of reasoning concurrent execution
by programmers.
Categories and Subject Descriptors D.2.5 [Software Engineer-
ing]: Testing and Debugging; B.8.1 [Hardware]: Performance and
Reliability–Reliability, Testing, and Fault-Tolerance
General Terms Languages, Reliability
Keywords concurrent program, concurrency bug, bug character-
istics
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1. Introduction
1.1 Motivation

Concurrent programs are becoming prevalent due to the reality
of multi-core hardware. Nowadays, not only high-end servers but
also desktop machines need concurrent programs to make the best
use of their multi-core hardware. As a result, the difficulty of
concurrent programming is hitting the entire software development
community, rather than just the elite few. Writing good quality
concurrent programs has become critically important.

Unfortunately, writing correct concurrent programs is difficult.
Most programmers think sequentially and therefore they make mis-
takes easily when writing concurrent programs. Even worse, the
notorious non-determinism of concurrent programs makes concur-
rency bugs difficult to repeat during interactive diagnosis.

Addressing the above challenges will require efforts from multi-
ple related directions including those listed as follows, all of which
have made some progress over the past years but still have many
open, unsolved issues:

(1) Concurrency bug detection Most previous concurrency bug
detection research has focused on detecting data race bugs [7, 10,
31,33,37,42] and deadlock bugs [3,10,37]. Data race occurs when
two conflicting accesses to one shared variable are executed with-
out proper synchronization, e.g., not protected by a common lock.
Deadlock occurs when two or more operations circularly wait for
each other to release the acquired resource (e.g., locks). Recently,
several approaches have also been proposed to detect atomicity-
violation bugs [12, 23, 41], which are caused by concurrent execu-
tion unexpectedly violating the atomicity of a certain code region.

Although previous work has proposed effective methods to de-
tect certain types of concurrency bugs, it is still far from provid-
ing a complete solution. In particular, several open questions about
concurrency bug detection still remain: (i) Can existing bug detec-
tion tools detect all real world concurrency bugs? Specifically, what
types of concurrency bugs exist in real world? Is there any type that
has not been addressed yet by existing work? In addition, are the
assumptions of existing tools about concurrency bugs valid? For ex-
ample, most previous race detection and many atomicity bug detec-
tion techniques focus on synchronization among accesses to a sin-
gle variable. How many concurrency bugs are missed by this single
variable assumption? (ii) How helpful are existing tools in diagnos-
ing and fixing the real world concurrency bugs detected by them?
For example, many concurrency bug detection tools remind pro-
grammers that some conflicting accesses are not protected by the
same lock. Such information can help programmers add or change
lock operations. However, how often are real world bugs fixed by
adding or changing lock operations? More generally, how do pro-
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Abstract²Node.js becomes increasingly popular in building 
server-side JavaScript applications. It adopts an event-driven 
model, which supports asynchronous I/O and non-deterministic 
event processing. This asynchrony and non-determinism can 
introduce intricate concurrency bugs, and leads to unpredictable 
behaviors. An in-depth understanding of real world concurrency 
bugs in Node.js applications will significantly promote effective 
techniques in bug detection, testing and fixing for Node.js. 

In this paper, we present NodeCB, a comprehensive study on 
real world concurrency bugs in Node.js applications. Specifically, 
we have carefully studied 57 real bug cases from open-source 
Node.js applications, and have analyzed their bug characteristics, 
e.g., bug patterns and root causes, bug impacts, bug manifestation, 
and fix strategies. Through this study, we obtain several 
interesting findings, which may open up many new research 
directions in combating concurrency bugs in Node.js. For example, 
one finding is that two thirds of the bugs are caused by atomicity 
violation. However, due to lack of locks and transaction 
mechanism, Node.js cannot easily express and guarantee the 
atomic intention. 

Index Terms²JavaScript, Node.js, event-driven, concurrency 
bug, empirical study. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
JavaScript has become one of the most popular 

programming languages. According to the recent surveys from 
Stack Overflow [1] and Node.js foundation [2], JavaScript is 
quickly surpassing the popularity of other back-end 
programming languages (e.g., PHP and Java). As a server-side 
IUDPHZRUN��1RGH�MV��ZKLFK�LV�EXLOW�RQ�*RRJOH¶V�V8 JavaScript 
engine [3], is becoming a popular platform for server-side 
applications. One prominent evidence is that, the Node.js¶ 
default package repository, npm [4], has become the largest 
package registry in the world, and contains over 400,000 
available packages, doubling the next most popular package 
registry (the Apache Maven repository) [5]. 

In order to optimize throughput and scalability of server-side 
applications, Node.js adopts an event-driven architecture, which 
is capable of asynchronous I/O. Thus, developers can create 
highly scalable server-side applications without using threading. 
However, asynchronous I/O and non-deterministic event 
processing in Node.js can introduce intricate concurrency bugs. 
These concurrency bugs can result in unreliable and 

unpredictable application behaviors, such as crashes, and 
inconsistent states in databases and files. 

Existing studies have focused on concurrency bugs in multi-
threaded systems [6], distributed systems [7], Android and 
client-side JavaScript applications [8], and also proposed many 
interesting testing and analysis techniques [9][10][11][12]. The 
concurrency bugs in Node.js differ from those in traditional 
systems as they originate from different programming 
paradigms and execution environments. First, multi-threaded 
systems and distributed systems focus on concurrency bugs 
related to multi-thread [6] or untimely external events [7], while 
Node.js atomically processes each event one by one in a single 
thread, without interruption. Second, the concurrency in 
Android mostly concerns the Android GUI model and 
asynchronous tasks executed in other threads [10][11], while 
Node.js does not have these features. Third, existing studies on 
concurrency bugs in client-side JavaScript applications mostly 
focus on the features like DOM and AJAX [8][12], while 
Node.js does not have DOM and AJAX. In contrast, Node.js has 
the ability to access system resources, e.g., databases and files. 

Node.js is relatively new, and little is known about 
concurrency bugs in Node.js applications. Whether existing 
studies and techniques [6][7][8][10][11][12] are applicable to 
Node.js applications remains an open question. Therefore, we 
aim to bridge this gap by conducting a comprehensive study on 
such concurrency bugs in Node.js applications. We believe a 
deep understanding of real world concurrency bugs will 
significantly promote effective techniques in concurrency bug 
detection, testing, and fixing in Node.js. 

In this paper, we present NodeCB, the first (to the best of our 
knowledge) comprehensive real world concurrency bug study in 
Node.js applications. By using the keyword-based searching, we 
obtain 1,583 concurrency- and JavaScript- related bug reports in 
GitHub. Then we check these bug reports and finally collect 57 
real world concurrency bugs in 53 open-source Node.js projects. 
We thoroughly study these 57 concurrency bugs, and try to 
answer the following research questions: 

x RQ1 (Bug patterns and root causes): What are 
common bug patterns of concurrency bugs in Node.js? 
What are their root causes? 

x RQ2 (Bug impacts): Do concurrency bugs have severe 
failure symptoms? What impacts do they have in Node.js 
applications? * Corresponding author 
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Abstract

Concurrency is pervasive in large systems. Unexpected
interference among threads often results in “Heisenbugs”
that are extremely difficult to reproduce and eliminate.
We have implemented a tool called CHESS for finding
and reproducing such bugs. When attached to a program,
CHESS takes control of thread scheduling and uses ef-
ficient search techniques to drive the program through
possible thread interleavings. This systematic explo-
ration of program behavior enables CHESS to quickly
uncover bugs that might otherwise have remained hid-
den for a long time. For each bug, CHESS consistently
reproduces an erroneous execution manifesting the bug,
thereby making it significantly easier to debug the prob-
lem. CHESS scales to large concurrent programs and
has found numerous bugs in existing systems that had
been tested extensively prior to being tested by CHESS.
CHESS has been integrated into the test frameworks of
many code bases inside Microsoft and is used by testers
on a daily basis.

1 Introduction

Building concurrent systems is hard. Subtle interactions
among threads and the timing of asynchronous events
can result in concurrency errors that are hard to find,
reproduce, and debug. Stories are legend of so-called
“Heisenbugs” [18] that occasionally surface in systems
that have otherwise been running reliably for months.
Slight changes to a program, such as the addition of
debugging statements, sometimes drastically reduce the
likelihood of erroneous interleavings, adding frustration
to the debugging process.
Themain contribution of this paper is a new tool called

CHESS for systematic and deterministic testing of con-
current programs. When attached to a concurrent pro-
gram, CHESS takes complete control over the scheduling
of threads and asynchronous events, thereby capturing

all the interleaving nondeterminism in the program. This
provides two important benefits. First, if an execution re-
sults in an error, CHESS has the capability to reproduce
the erroneous thread interleaving. This substantially im-
proves the debugging experience. Second, CHESS uses
systematic enumeration techniques [10, 37, 17, 31, 45,
22] to force every run of the program along a differ-
ent thread interleaving. Such a systematic exploration
greatly increases the chances of finding errors in exist-
ing tests. More importantly, there is no longer a need
to artificially “stress” the system, such as increasing the
number of threads, in order to get interleaving coverage
— a common and recommended practice in testing con-
current systems. As a result, CHESS can find in simple
configurations errors that would otherwise only show up
in more complex configurations.
To build a systematic testing tool for real-world con-

current programs, several challenges must be addressed.
First, such a tool should avoid perturbing the system un-
der test, and be able to test the code as is. Testers often do
not have the luxury of changing code. More importantly,
whenever code is changed for the benefit of testing, the
deployed bits are not being tested. Similarly, we cannot
change the operating system or expect testers to run their
programs in a specialized virtual machine. Therefore,
testing tools should easily integrate with existing test in-
frastructure with no modification to the system under test
and little modification to the test harness.
Second, a systematic testing tool must accomplish the

nontrivial task of capturing and exploring all interleaving
nondeterminism. Concurrency is enabled in most sys-
tems via complex concurrency APIs. For instance, the
Win32 API [30] used by most user-mode Windows pro-
grams contains more than 200 threading and synchro-
nization functions, many with different options and pa-
rameters. The tool must understand the precise seman-
tics of these functions to capture and explore the nonde-
terminism inherent in them. Failure to do so may result
in lack of reproducibility and the introduction of false
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Why Concurrency?

In a serial environment, consider the following simple example of a 
server, serving requests from clients (e.g., a web server and web 
clients)

t = 0
request 1request 2

Non-concurrent 
serial server
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Serial Processing

server
t = 0

request 1

server

request 1 complete

request 2

server

request 2 complete
Total completion time = 8 units,  

Average service time = (6 + 8)/2 = 7 units

t = 6

t = 8

Time
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Concurrent Processing

server

t = 0
request 1

request 2

request 1

request 2

server

t = 1

request 1

request 2

server

t = 2
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Mean Service Time Reduction

server
t = 3

server
t = 4

server
t = 8

Total completion time = 8 units,  
Average service time = (4 + 8)/2 = 6 units

both requests 
complete
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Why Concurrency?

● The lesson from the example is quite simple: 
− Not knowing anything about execution times, we can reduce average service 

time for requests by processing them concurrently! 

● But what if I knew the service time for each request? 
− Would “shortest job first” not minimize average service time anyway? 
− Aha! But what about the poor guy standing at the back never getting any 

service (starvation/ fairness)?

14
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Why Concurrency?

● Notions of service time, starvation, and fairness motivate the 
use of concurrency in virtually all aspects of computing: 

− Operating systems are multitasking 
− Web/database services handle multiple concurrent requests 
− Browsers are concurrent 
− Virtually all user interfaces are concurrent
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Why Concurrency?
● In a parallel context, the motivations for concurrency are more 

obvious: 
− Concurrency + parallel execution = performance 
− Parallelism increasingly important in a multicore era

● Traditionally, the execution of concurrent tasks on platforms 
capable of executing more than one task at a time is referred 
to as “parallelism” 

● Parallelism integrates elements of execution  -- and associated 
overheads 

● For this reason, we typically examine the correctness of 
concurrent programs and performance of parallel programs.

16
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Our Focus

We’ll concentrate on concurrency rather than parallelism in this 
course 

    - emphasis on programmability and correctness, rather than performance 
    - how do we express the notion of a concurrent activity? 
           - what is the “right” model for thinking about concurrency? 
           - how are these models informed by hardware design and compilers? 
    - how do we safely allow concurrent activities to interact with one another? 
    - how do we identify, repair, or prevent errors due to unwanted or     
         unexpected interaction?

17
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What makes thinking about concurrency hard?

- How do we order concurrently executed events? 
- How do we coordinate concurrently executing actions? 
- How do we communicate effects from one concurrently 
executing action to another? 

- When is it safe to make the effects of one action visible to 
another?

18
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Tradeoffs

- Enforce strong ordering properties: 
- reduced set of allowed behaviors


- Enforce strong visibility properties: 
- high coordination overhead


-Enforce precise communication effects:  

- non-local control-flow

19
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Abstraction: Coroutines
- Units of work that cooperate with one another to make 

progress. 
- A generalization of iterators that remembers its state

Principles of Concurrency

Basic Idea
8

                                  

Procedure calls

what happens when A() 
calls B() again?

A()          B()           C()

When a coroutine returns, it remembers its 
program state.  Why is this useful?

Coroutines

C()B()A()

20
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Coroutines and Concurrency

● How would you implement coroutines? 
‣ Typically, implementations of procedures and procedure calls 

involving pushing and popping “activation frames” on the 
stack 

‣ These frames hold the arguments and local variables for the 
call. 

‣ The frame is popped when the procedure is returned. 
‣How do we preserve the state that will be used when we make 

the next call? 
Keep multiple stacks, one for each coroutine 
Essential feature of threads

21
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Continuations

A reified representation of a program’s control stack. 
Example:

proc f(x) = { ...
              g(y);
              ... ;  A
            }

proc h(y) = { ...
              f(...);
              ... ;  B
            }

When g is called, the program stack 
retains enough information to 
“remember” that A must be executed 
and then B. 

The stack captures the “rest of the 
computation” - it is the continuation of 
the call to g(). 

If the computation were preempted 
immediately after the call to g() 
returns, its resumption would entail 
execution of the continuation

22
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Continuations

● Can we reify this notion into a source language? 
− result is a continuation, a reified representation  

                 (in the form of an abstraction) of a program control-stack.  
− Define a primitive operation called call/cc: 

● call-with-current-continuation 
● callcc (fn k => e)  

− captures the current continuation, binds to k, and evaluate e 
− the notation fn k => e defines an anonymous function that takes k as an 

argument 
● (k x) 

− apply continuation k with argument x

23
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Examples

(+ (call/cc (lambda (k) (+ (k 3) 2)) 1)  

(let ((f (call/cc (lambda (k) 

                        (lambda (x) 

                           (k (lambda (y) (+ x y))))))

   (f 6))    

    

24
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Example: Samefringe
‣ Two binary trees have the same fringe if they have exactly the same leaves 

reading left to right

a b

c d e

f
g h

a b c d

e
f g

h
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Samefringe

First approach: 
‣Collect leaves of both trees into two lists, and compare elements 

‣What’s wrong with this approach? 

                                                     
                                                                                                                                     

(define (collect-leaves tree)
  (cond ((empty-tree tree) '())
        ('t (let ((left-leaves (collect-leaves (left tree)))
                   (right-leaves (collect-leaves (right tree))))
               (append left-leaves right-leaves)))))

(define (samefringe t1 t2)
  (letrec ((t1-leaves (collect-leaves t1))
           (t2-leaves (collect-leaves t2))
           (compare (lambda (l1 l2)
                       (cond ((eq? l1 ‘())  (eq? l2 '()))
                             ((eq? l2 '()) #f)
                             ('t (cond ((equal? (car l1) (car l2))
                                        (compare (cdr l1) (cdr l2)))
                                       ('else #f)))))))
    (compare t1-leaves t2-leaves)))

26
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Samefringe Using Coroutines
− Rather than collecting all leaves or transforming tree eagerly, generate leaf 

values for two trees lazily 
− Create generators for the two trees that yield the next leaf when invoked, and 

return control back to the caller, remembering where they are

(define samefringe-lazy
  (lambda (tree1 tree2)
    (let ((gen1 (make-generator tree1))

     (gen2 (make-generator tree2)))
      (driver gen1 gen2))))

(define driver
  (lambda (gen1 gen2)
    (let ((leaf1 (gen1))

      (leaf2 (gen2)))
      (if (= leaf1 leaf2)

  (if (zero? leaf1)
      #t
      (driver gen1 gen2))
  #f))))

(define make-generator
  (lambda (tree)
    (letrec 
          ((caller '*)

      (generate-leaves
       (lambda ()

    (letrec ((loop (lambda (tree)
       (if (leaf? tree)
           (call/cc 

                              (lambda (genrest)
       (set! generate-leaves
         (lambda () 

                                     (genrest '*)))
       (caller tree)))

           (begin (loop (car tree))
              (loop (cadr tree)))))))

  (loop tree)))))
      (lambda () 

    (call/cc (lambda (k)
           (set! caller k)
           (generate-leaves)
           (caller 0)))))))

27
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Generators and Coroutines
− Procedures: 

single operation: call 
single stack, stack frame popped upon return 

‣Generators: 
two operations: suspend and resume 

- assymetric: generator suspends, caller resumes it

single stack, generator is an “object” that maintains local state variables 
single entry point 

‣Coroutines: 
one operation: transfer 

- fully symmetric

When A transfers to B it acts like a: 

- generator suspend wrt A

- generator resume wrt B

transfer names who gets control next 

- non stack-like

Can use continuations to model coroutines 

Main characteristics: 
- cooperative vs preemptive 
- scheduling of coroutines determined 

                    by application logic, not runtime 
   -  can express concurrency but not parallelism

28
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Threads and processes

Thread: an independent unit of execution that shares resources 
with other threads 
Process: an independent unit of execution isolated from all 
other processes and shares no resources with them 
Resources: 
‣ Registers 
‣ Stack 
‣Heap 
‣ Locks 
‣ File descriptors 
‣ Shared libraries 
‣ Program instructions

29
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A Process

stack 

text 

data 

memory

program  
instructions

static variables 
symbols

Shared Objects 

Files 
Locks 

Sockets 
Signals 

Handlers

registers R0, … R16

30
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Threads Within a Process

program  
instructions

static variables 
symbols

text

data

stack

registers 

Thread

Memory

Shared
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Fork System Call
Most operating systems (e.g., Linux) provide a fork() system call 
‣ Spawns a new child process (in a separate address space), identical to the parent 

except for a different process id. 
‣ Communication typically through file descriptors and system calls

#include <unistd.h>
#include <sys/wait.h>
#include <signal.h>
#include <iostream>
using namespace std;

int main(){
   pid_t pid;
   int status, died, val;
   switch(pid=fork()){
   case -1: cout << "can't fork\n";
            exit(-1);
   case 0 : cout << "   I'm the child of PID " << getppid() << ".\n";
            cout << "   My PID is " <<  getpid() << endl;
            cout << "   What is the exit value you wish to pass to the parent?\n "; 
            cin >> val;

  sleep(2);
            exit(val);
   default: cout << "I'm the parent.\n";
            cout << "My PID is " <<  getpid() << endl;
             died= wait(&status);
            cout << "The child, pid=" << pid << ", has returned " << WEXITSTATUS(status) << endl;
   }
}

   } 

32
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Exec System Call

Can have child process execute a different image than parent 
using exec. 

#include <unistd.h>

#include <sys/wait.h>

#include <iostream>

using namespace std;

int main(){

   pid_t pid;

   int status, died;

   switch(pid=fork()){

   case -1: cout << "can't fork\n";

            exit(-1);

   case 0 : execl("/bin/date","date",0); // this is the code the child runs 

   default: died= wait(&status); // this is the code the parent runs

   }

}
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Processes

Advantages 
‣Operating system responsible for scheduling and resource management  

simplifies application responsibility 

‣ Each process executes within its own address space 
additional protection and security 
- error or vulnerability in a process does not immediately compromise integrity of other processes


‣Different processes can run different applications 

Disadvantages 
‣More heavyweight: 

operating system involvement in creation and destruction 
inter-process communication more expensive 
- less useful when there is lots of communication among tasks

- costs vary among different operating systems

- reliant on provided OS services


‣ less control 
scheduling and management controlled by operating system
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Threads

Exists within a process 
‣ But, independent control flow 
‣ share common process resources (like heap and file descriptors) 

changes made by one thread visible to others 
pointers have meaning across threads 
two threads can concurrently read and write to the same memory location 

Maintain their own stack pointer 
Local register file 
Pending and blocked signals 
Scheduling still managed by the operating system
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Threads and Processes

Critical distinction between using processes and threads: 
‣ References (i.e., locations) have meaning between threads 
‣ They are interpreted independently between processes 

Sharing state among processes requires special care 
- memory-mapped regions, devices, etc.

The state (resources) needed to execute a thread is managed 
directly by a process 

Alternative: User-level or “Green” threads 
‣managed by an underlying runtime or virtual machine

36
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Threads	

An initial model 

Mediation among threads through explicit synchronization (locks) 
Scheduling is asynchronous 
‣Very flexible 
‣ But, care is needed to deal with 

deadlock, livelock, ensure fairness, etc.

Why Threads Are A Bad Idea September 28, 1995, slide 3

What Are Threads?

! General-purpose solution for managing concurrency.

! Multiple independent execution streams.

! Shared state.

! Pre-emptive scheduling.

! Synchronization (e.g. locks, conditions).

Shared state
(memory, files, etc.)

Threads

37
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Desired Structure

Programs can be decomposed into discrete independent tasks 

The points where they overlap should be easily discerned and 
amenable for protection 

Three basic structures 
‣master-worker  

Master coordinates activities of workers and collects results 
Workers perform (mostly independent) tasks concurrently 
- what happens when work is not independent


‣ result-oriented 
Output of a computation in the form of a data structure 
Each concurrent task fills in one part of the structure 

‣ pipeline-oriented 
assembly line model 
- each task specialized to one task, forwarding its output to the next specialized unit
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Issues

Synchronization 
‣How should two threads manage communication? 

- Shared Memory 
- Use a lock 

‣What happens if we forget, or we use the wrong lock? 
- Race conditions 
- Aggressive synchronization can lead to deadlock

39
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Architectural abstraction

Shared memory 
‣ Every thread can observe actions of other threads on non-thread-local data 

(e.g., heap) 
‣Data visible to multiple threads must be protected (synchronized) to ensure the 

absence of data races 
A data race consists of two concurrent accesses to the same shared data by two separate 
threads, at least one of which is a write 

Thread safety 
‣ Suppose a program creates n threads, each of which calls the same procedure 

found in some library 
‣ Suppose the library modifies some global (shared) data structure 
‣Concurrent modifications to this structure may lead to data corruption
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Alternative Model …

Message-passing 
‣ Threads communicate via messages 
‣Data found on messages can either be  

copies - typically in distributed memory environments or 
references - typical for shared-memory systems 

‣ Senders and receivers can coordinate message delivery either 
synchronously: sender blocks until receiver available 
asynchronously: sender buffers data and proceeds even if receiver not available 

‣Don’t have synchronization issues found in shared-memory concurrency, but 
program structure more complex and different from sequential version 
data consistency is still an issue (multiple copies of the same object) 
replace data race concerns with deadlock concerns 
- receivers block if there is no message available to read
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Composability

Threads that communicate using locks can easily break 
abstractions 
‣ Lower layers in the software stack may need to know behavioral properties of 

higher layers, and vise versa

Why Threads Are A Bad Idea September 28, 1995, slide 7

Why Threads Are Hard, cont'd

! Hard to debug: data dependencies, timing dependencies.

! Threads break abstraction: can't design modules

independently.

! Callbacks don't work with locks.

Module A

Module B

T1 T2

sleep wakeup

deadlock!

Module A

Module B

T1

T2

deadlock!

callbacks

calls

42
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Locking
Background: lock and unlock

• Suppose that two threads increment a shared memory location: 

• If both threads read 0, (even in an ideal world) x == 1 is possible:

x = 0

tmp1 = *x;
*x = tmp1 + 1;

tmp2 = *x;
*x = tmp2 + 1;

tmp1 = *x; tmp2 = *x; *x = tmp1 + 1; *x = tmp2 +1 

7 lec2 - 24 January 2019
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LockingBackground: lock and unlock

• Lock and unlock are primitives that prevent the two threads from 
interleaving their actions. 

• In this case, the interleaving below is forbidden, and we are 
guaranteed that x == 2 at the end of the execution.

x = 0

lock();
tmp1 = *x;
*x = tmp1 + 1;
unlock();

lock();
tmp2 = *x;
*x = tmp2 + 1;
unlock();

tmp1 = *x; tmp2 = *x; *x = tmp1 + 1; *x = tmp2 +1 
FORB

IDDEN

8 lec2 - 24 January 2019
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Subtleties

Lazy initialization

Lazy initialisation (an unoptimising compiler breaks your program)

Deferring an object's initialisation util first use: a big win if an object is never 
used (e.g. device drivers code).  Compare: 

  int x = computeInitValue();     // eager initialization 
  …                               // clients refer to x 

with: 

int xValue() {
  static int x = computeInitValue(); // lazy initialization 
  return x;
} ...                      // clients refer to xValue() 

9 lec2 - 24 January 2019

Replace
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Lazy Initialization

A possible implementation of this behavior: 

The singleton pattern

Lazy initialisation is a pattern commonly used.  In C++ you would write: 

  class Singleton {
  public:
    static Singleton *instance (void) {
    if (instance_ == NULL)
    instance_ = new Singleton;
   return instance_;

    }
…                               // other methods omitted

  private:
  static Singleton *instance_;  // other fields omitted

  };

  … 
  Singleton::instance () -> method ();

But this code is not thread safe! Why?

10 lec2 - 24 January 2019

But, this is incorrect in the presence of concurrently executing threads.  
Why?
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Double-check locking

An alternative implementation: 
Clever programmers use double-check locking

class Singleton {
public:
static Singleton *instance (void) {
// First check
if (instance_ == NULL) {

// Ensure serialization 
Guard<Mutex> guard (lock_);
// Double check
if (instance_ == NULL)

instance_ = new Singleton;
}
return instance_;
}

private: [..]
};

Idea: re-check that the Singleton has not been created after acquiring the lock.

13 lec2 - 24 January 2019

grab a lock only if the 
instance is nil and re-check 
its status
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Double-check locking
Problem: 

Double-check locking: clever but broken

The instruction  

instance_ = new Singleton; 

does three things: 

1) allocate memory 

2) construct the object 

3) assign to instance_ the address of the memory 

Not necessarily in this order!  For example: 

instance_ =                        // 3
  operator new(sizeof(Singleton)); // 1 
new (instance_) Singleton          // 2 

If this code is generated, the order is 1,3,2. 

14 lec2 - 24 January 2019
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Double-check locking
Broken…

    if (instance_ == NULL) {               // Line 1
      Guard<Mutex> guard (lock_);
      if (instance_ == NULL) {
        instance_ =                        
           operator new(sizeof(Singleton));   // Line 2 
        new (instance_) Singleton; }} 

Thread 1:

   executes through Line 2 and is suspended; at this point, instance_ is non-
NULL, but no singleton has been constructed. 

Thread 2:

  executes Line 1, sees instance_ as non-NULL, returns, and dereferences 
the pointer returned by Singleton (i.e., instance_). 

Thread 2 attempts to reference an object that is not there yet!

15 lec2 - 24 January 2019

Solution is still broken …

Need to instruct the compiler to issue a different code sequence for this pattern - 
relevant only in the presence of concurrency
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